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REPORT SHEET ON PILOT ACTIVITIES 

FIELD THEME 

 
How to talk about difficult subjects 
 

PLACE, DATE, TIME OF SESSION 

Rugby, 15.6.2015, 15.00-15:45 /group 2/ 

TARGET GROUP, NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS 

Rugby representatives of NGOs, local government, general audience, partner representatives 
Around 20 participants present 

OBJECTIVE OF THE SESSION (WHAT DID WE WANT TO ACHIEVE) 

Practice good practices 

METHODS USED (ILLUSTRATE WITH IMAGES WHEN POSSIBLE) 

Tat good practice; Who are you until now good practice; C2C good practice. 

REACTIONS  - OBSERVATIONS – EVALUATIONS: WHAT ADVANTAGES AND RISKS OF 
THE METHOD HAVE WE FOUND? 
The Tat good practice produced discussion. Two two individuals did not agree with one or 
more sentences. Interestingly enough, they were project trainers (NL, ITA) rather than local 
participants. The two who objected against the sentences defined their identities in terms 
more explicit in terms of ethnicity than the other participants. Maybe there is a correlation 
here. 
 
The Who are you until now good practice produced a surprising result. The mold of the first 
participant was not predominantly followed. Probably this is due by the lack of peer pressure 
resulting from the fact that the participants did not know each other before the gathering. 
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The C2C good practice resulted in a few very intense, very empathetic conversations. In one 
of them one EF trainer addressed the fact that he felt socially excluded by another EF trainer, 
his C2C partner in dialogue. After the first astonishment had subsided the two conducted a 
beautifully fragile dialogue leading to a resolving of the situation. 
 
One Italian partner trainer present voiced the complaint that the three tested good practices 
were very confrontational and asked whether they were an invasion of one’s private space. 
All of the participants present told her that they had not experienced an invasion of their 
private space and had rather found the approach refreshing and transparent. 

ANY FURTHER OBSERVATIONS 

There were more participants present that previously agreed upon with the conference 
organizers hence the C2C good practice was not experienced actively by all participants. 

 


